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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the grid generation process from the point of view of an applied CFD engineer

is given. Issues addressed include geometric modeling, structured grid generation, unstructured grid

generation, hybrid grid generation and use of virtual parts libraries in large parametric analysis

projects. The analysis is geared towards comparing the effective turn around time for specific grid

generation and CFD projects. The conclusion was made that a single grid generation methodology
is not universally suited for all CFD applications due to both limitations in grid generation and flow

solver technology. A new geometric modeling and grid generation tool, CFD-GEOM, is introduced

to effectively integrate the geometric modeling process to the various grid generation methodologies

including structured, unstructured, and hybrid procedures. The full integration of the geometric

modeling and grid generation allows implementation of extremely efficient updating procedures, a

necessary requirement for large parametric analysis projects. The concept of using virtual parts

libraries in conjunction with hybrid grids for large parametric analysis projects is also introduced to

improve the efficiency of the applied CFD engineer.

1. _TRODUCTION

Geometric modeling and Grid Generation are typically the most labor intensive tasks of a

typical Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation. Factors which separate "good" tools from

"bad" tools from the perspective of an applied CFD engineer include:

° The ease/difficulty in obtaining a suitable surface definition for the particular grid generation
scheme employed.

2. The ease/difficulty and the amount of time necessary to create an initial grid.

. The ease/difficulty and the amount of time necessary to modify the initial grid both in terms

of changing the number of grid points/distribution as well as the geometry, especially

important for conducting parametric studies.

. The amount of CPU required to run the Geometric Modeling/Grid Generation software as
well as the amount of disk space required to store and re-create a model.

5. The applicability and efficiency of the CFD methodology for the particular grid created.
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Eachof thesefactorsmustbeconsideredby theCFDengineerregardlessof thetypeof grid
generation/geometricmodeling or CFDmethodemployed.

In thecommercialworld thebottomline is thecostto completea simulation.Costmanifests
itself mainly in the form of manhoursandcomputerequipmentrequired. The overall time to
completea problemfor a givenmethodologywill alwaysbe relatedto theskill of theCFDengineer
in usingthe availabletools aswell as the computerequipmentavailable. Thus,evaluatingand
comparingmethodologiescan bequite subjective. Additionally "comparingmethodologies"can
often beconfusedwith "comparingsoftwaretools." A poorlywrittensoftwaretool employinga
givenmethodologytendsnot only to speakpoorlyof thesoftware,but alsoof the methodologyin
general. This paperevaluatesgrid generation/geometricmodelingtechnologyin the areasof
structured,unstructuredandhybrid grids. The focusis on comparingthe strengthsandweaknesses
of eachmethodology. Efficiency examplescomparingmethodologiesare conductedusing the
currentsoftwaretool, CFD-GEOM, developedat CFDRCwhichcombinesthegeometricmodeling
andvariousgrid generationmethodologiesin oneintegratedsoftwarepackage.Thepaperis divided
into 8 additional sections:GeometricModeling, StructuredGrid Generation,UnstructuredGrid
Generation,Hybrid Grid Generation,Parts Libraries, Applied Comparisonof Various Grid
GenerationMethodologies,CFD-GEOM:CurrentStatus,andConclusions.

2. GEOMETRIC MODELING

The definition of the surface for complicated geometric configurations is often one of the

most laborious tasks in beginning the grid generation process. The surface definition is typically

specified as a set of curves which interpolate to form a surface. For simple surfaces such as surfaces

of revolution these interpolants are rather straightforward. However, for the generic three

dimensional surface the problem is more difficult. For complicated surface definitions, most

organizations use a CAD/CAM tool, which have the specific tools necessary for generating their

geometries of interest.

The market is flooded with CAD tools used for design and manufacturing, however, the

ability to transfer a CAD geometry to a surface geometry suitable for CFD grid generation is more

limited. Two types of grid generation procedures are typical for CFD: structured and unstructured.

The structured grid has been the historical mainstay of CFD while the unstructured grid is more

common in structures applications. Specific strengths and weakness of each gridding procedure will

be discussed later. However, the ability to transfer CAD geometries from any CAD/CAM system to a

CFD grid generation system, either structured or unstructured, is crucial.

CAD tools can often be very specialized for specific applications and can be very large

programs with hundreds of options. There is some attraction to incorporating a grid generation

procedure into a CAD tool. However, in most CAD tools a significant amount of overhead makes this

approach somewhat impractical due to memory requirements and CPU considerations. The closest

tool to such a procedure is Icem-CFD t, however, the incorporation into CAD is not direct. A transfer

procedure from the CAD tool (DDN) to the grid generation tool (Mulcad or Hexa) is required.

Other approaches use IGES 2 files as a starting point to create the grid. In this manner one can create
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hisgeometrywith anyCADtool andimportthegeometryinto the grid generation system. As long
as the grid generation tool can support CAD transfer without information loss this is a viable

approach, although two tools must be learned by the CFD engineer. The point of view held at

CFDRC is that the grid generation tool should support basic CAD-like geometry creation functions,

while allowing users to import geometries from any CAD system adhering to industry wide CAD file

protocols (such as IGES). In this manner a CFD engineer does not necessarily need to learn a

complicated CAD package to construct and grid simple geometries, however, if necessary he may.

Additionally the grid generation tool should be able to manipulate or clean a geometry created using

a CAD package to make it more suitable for grid generation purposes.

To properly facilitate CAD data transfer without information loss the grid generation system

must understand the language of CAD. In modern CAD systems this requires using NURBS (Non-

Uniform Rational B-Splines) 3. NURBS have become a CAD industry standard for geometric

definitions in CAD/CAM and Computer Graphics. NURBS have replaced the methods of Bezier 4,

Coons 5, and Gordon 6 surfaces. NURBS have gained widespread popularity in the CAD community

mainly for their ability to represent a wide range of surface types exactly. For example NURBS can
express Bezier, Coons, and Gordon surfaces exactly as well as conic sections, quadratic surfaces and
surfaces of revolution.

The CAD industry has also become heavily involved in Solid Modeling and Parametric

Design principles. Solid Modeling 7, a technique developed in the late 1970's and early 1980's,

contains information about the closure and connectivity of volumes of solid shapes. It is becoming

an increasingly important part of computer aided design of solid physical objects for design, analysis,

manufacturing, simulation and other applications. The advantage of a solid modeling technique over

surface modeling is it's ability to form closed and bounded objects more closely related to physically
realizable shapes. Solid models can also distinguish between the outside and inside of a volume, thus

allowing mass property analysis to determine volume, center of gravity etc.

Parametric design is a design system which allows the user to select a predefined set of

geometric constraints which can be applied to the geometry being created. Such a system can

determine the positions of geometric elements specified by the predefined combinations of these

geometric constraints. This system may also have an equation solver which allows a set of

engineering equations to be used to set the values of dimensions based on either engineering
parameters or values of other dimensions. In general the parametric design system allows the user

to change specific parameters or constraints and quickly, if not automatically, obtain a variation from

the previous design. This system is in stark contrast to the traditional CAD system which requires

manual specification of each geometric entity within a model with no linking between the entities.

From the applied grid generation perspective a user must be able to take his CAD model and

generate a grid. This requires data exchange from the CAD to grid generation system. This is

identical to the need to transfer models across different CAD packages. The CAD industry has

developed several standards of data transfer to support data exchange across CAD systems. The

Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) 2 was the first such standard. IGES can handle a wide

range of geometric primitives including NURBS. Initial IGES releases do not support parametric
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designor solid modelinginformationalthoughthesecapabilitiesare plannedin future releases.
Other newer data exchangestandardsinclude PDES/STEPs. PDES(ProductData Exchange
Specification)is an emergingstandardfor the exchangeof productinformationamongvarious
manufacturingapplications.Theneutralexchangemediumfor PDESproductmodelsis theSTEP
(Standardfor theExchangeof ProductModelData)physicalfile format.

Theability to beginwith anygeometricdata(from anyCAD source)andobtaina grid is a
mustfor anygrid generationsystem.Whenpossibletheparametersfrom theCAD packageusedin
thedesign(ie. parametricdesignparameters,entity linking or solidmodelinginformation)shouldbe
carriedover from the CAD to grid generationsystem. The ability to performthis type of data
transfer is only possibleif industrywide standardsare supportedand adheredto by the CAD
industry. As thesestandardsdeveloptheyshouldbesupportedby thegrid generationcommunity.
CurrentlyNURBSarethehighestlevel of surfacegrid generationsupportedby the standardCAD
datatransferprotocolsandassuchmustbesupportedwithin thegrid generationsystem.

3. STRUCTURED GRID GENERATION

The use of structured grids for CFD calculations is the historical mainstay of the CFD

community. Viscous computations using structured grid methods are well established and the most

advanced physical models are typically incorporated into structured codes. However, from the

applied viewpoint, the grid structure often causes complications which are not physical in nature but

are either geometric or related to the structure of the grid. This has led to unstructured grid CFD

research where theoretically grid generation is easier. In practice the use of structured CFD grids,
when used intelligently, can often be more efficient than using current unstructured techniques,

especially when parametric analysis computations are the goal. This is possible since geometric

information is inherently linked together in a structured grid through the grids structure. If small

changes are made to the geometry (or grid distribution/density), the structured grid can be

automatically and instantaneously updated if algebraic grid methods are used. In unstructured grids,

these small changes require re-running of the unstructured grid generation procedure, a task which is

trivial in terms of human labor but certainly not instantaneous. These types of issues will be the focus

of the section entitled Applied Comparison of Various Grid Generation Methodologies later in this

paper. In general a structured grid is defined as a grid which has a distinct i,j,k indexing. Four types

of structured grid generation are typically used: Algebraic, Elliptic, Hyperbolic and Advancing

Layers�Advancing Normal. Each of these techniques are most effective when object oriented multi-

block grid generation is employed.

Algebraic grid generation is the most efficient means of grid generation in terms of

computational speed and memory required. Algebraic grid methods rely on transfinite interpolation

procedures to obtain a grid when the boundaries of the grid have been specified with a user-described

distribution. The algebraic functions then interpolate to obtain a surface or volume grid. Many
different interpolant procedures have been used to obtain a desired grid. These include the standard

transfinite interpolant 9, Ericksson t0, Hermite orthogona111 among others with hybrid approaches

blending the best features of each method. In all cases these methods are extremely fast (essentially

instantaneous even on the smallest current workstations) and require very little memory. As such
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very fine grids canbe createdvery quickly. Typically these methods are used in a multi-block

patched procedure. In this manner the CFD engineer de-composes the entire CFD domain of interest

into patches (or blocks) and uses the algebraic methods for each block. He can then combine these

blocks or keep them separate depending on the application. This method of grid generation requires

more human effort than other methods to obtain an initial grid, however, the task can be made much

easier with graphical CAD-like software tools. Once an initial grid is constructed, small modifications

can be made and a new grid created instantaneously due to the geometric linking. The ability to

instantaneously update a structured grid with minor modifications is dependent on the software

design, however, it is possible and will be demonstrated in Section 7.

Elliptic grid generation was developed to "automatically" obtain a smooth internal grid

distribution. Elliptic methods _2._3 rely on the solution of elliptic partial differential equations to

obtain a smooth internal grid distribution. The user may specify controlling parameters which effect

the grid clustering and grid orthogonality both internal and at the boundaries. Typically these

methods work within a single patch or block. Thus, a user must still define the grid topology as with

the algebraic methods, only now the solution of elliptic partial differential equations replaces the

algebraic functions. The main advantage of this method over algebraic methods is it can provide for

a smoother grid. However, in practice the user must play with the controlling parameters to obtain

the grid he desires. Additionally elliptic techniques are much more computationally expensive and

require much more memory usage than algebraic techniques. Thus, very fine grids can take a long

period of time to create and require a relatively large amount of computer memory when compared

to algebraic methods. In general the elliptic methods should only be used over an algebraic method

when the algebraic functions are not providing the quality of smoothness desired or needed for the

CFD solver. In practice this is a very small percentage of the time.

Hyperbolic grid generation is a grid generation technique based upon the solution of

hyperbolic differential equations. Hyperbolic methods 14 were introduced to automatically generate a

body-fitted orthogonal grid for external flow applications. The method uses an initial surface point

distribution along with cell volume and orthogonality constraints to solve a set of hyperbolic

differential equations to obtain the grid. In general the hyperbolic methods are one to two orders of

magnitude savings in computer time over elliptic techniques 15 however, they are generally less robust

than the elliptic techniques. They are also more restricted in the types of problems they can address
since the outer boundary of the mesh cannot be specified. Currently the hyperbolic technique is

generally used for Chimera applications 16 where the grid systems of several objects are allowed to

overlap. For the hybrid grid generation techniques discussed below the hyperbolic system may be

useful if a control is provided to prevent grid overlapping of several objects. This is analogous to

setting a normal distance control. This requirement is the opposite of the Chimera philosophy to

allow or enforce overset grids. In the hybrid system the gaps would then be filled with unstructured

grid.

Advancing Layer or semi-structured grid generation 17,18 originated in the unstructured grid

generation community. It is used to obtain viscous boundary layer grids near boundaries.

Essentially the method "pops" a grid from a curve or surface in an automatic fashion based on the

normal vectors emanating from the surface grid. The method does this in a layered fashion building
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from the surface. If a structuredquadrilateralsurfacegrid is usedtheresultinggrid is essentiallya
structuredhexagonalgrid nearthe surface,assuchit is labelledin this paperasa structuredgrid
method. The surfacegrid could alsobe an unstructuredtriangulargrid resultingin a prismatic
boundarylayergrid thathasastructurein thenormaldirection. Oftentimesthenearwall hexagonal
grid is sub-dividedto form tetrahedronsor thenumberof layersemanatingfrom eachnormalvector
is unequalresultingin anartificially generatedunstructuredgrid. Thetrueunstructuredportionof
the methodresultswhenthis inner layerof semi-structuredgrid is mergedwith otherunstructured
grid methodsin an "automatic"fashion. Whenquadrilateralsurfacegridsareusedthis methodis
ideal for obtainingstructuredboundarylayer gridsvery quickly. The debateaboutwhetherone
shoulduseprismsor hexahedronsin theboundarylayerhingesontwo questions.First, is it easierto
obtaina controllablesurfacegrid usingaquadrilateralor triangularmethod,andsecondwhichgrid
typeis moreaccurateandefficientin termsof theCFDsolver. Theuseof NURBSfor surfacegrid
generationandits tensorproductdefinitionleavesthefirst questionopenwhilethesecondquestionis
still beingdebated/reviewed in the flow solver community.

4. UNSTRUCTURED GRID GENERATION

A grid is said to be unstructured if the cells comprising the grid are not in any particular i,j,k
order. Unstructured grids typically consist of triangles in 2-D and tetrahedrons in 3-D, although this

does not have to be the case. Recently, unstructured discretization procedures have been extended to

include prisms, hexahedra as well as combinations of these elements.

Unstructured grid generation has been dominated by three methods: Delaunay or Voronoi-

based19, 20 techniques, modified quadtree/octree 21, and the Advancing Front 22 methods. Each of these

approaches have been successfully applied for a variety of complex configurations. Delaunay

methods require an initial distribution of nodes throughout the domain which are connected to form

the unstructured grid. The points are connected to satisfy the Delaunay criteria to promote the

generation of isotropic (or equi-angle) elements. In 2-D the elements are triangles while in 3-D the

elements are tetrahedrons. By the very nature of the Delaunay criteria, the controlled creation of

stretched cells in boundary layer regions is problematic. The Delaunay method also has the

requirement that the points must be initially placed before they can be connected to form a grid. The
modified quadtree/octree approach is another commonly used procedure which is based on

subdivision algorithms to generate unstructured grids.

The Advancing Front Method is a method to both place points and create cells

simultaneously. In the advancing front method the type of ceils created can either by isotropic or

stretched. The type of cells desired is specified on a background grid which encompasses the entire

domain. Typically a set of Poisson equations is solved on the background grid 23 to control the cell

size, cell stretching and cell stretching direction. In 2-D it has been shown that high fidelity stretched

unstructured grids can be created with up to 20:1 base to height aspect ratios. In 3-D uni-directional

stretching has been achieved.

The use of either Delaunay, octree or Advancing Front methods can obtain fairly smooth

isotropic unstructured grids. Some general stretching can be achieved using Advancing Front
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methodology,however,for extremelystretchedcellsnecessaryto resolvenearwall effectsand shear
layers(1000:1baseto height ratio is typical) semi-structured_8or layer_7generationmethodsare
used.TheAdvancingLayer/AdvancingNormalmethodis typicallyexercisedto refineregionsof the
domainwhich requirehighly stretchedmeshfeatures.The grid generationprocessthenproceeds
usingeithertheadvancingfront or Delaunaymethod.This resultsin a completelyunstructuredgrid
with semi-structuremeshcharacteristicsnearboundaries.In generaltheunstructuredgrid generation
methodsare more computationallyintensive than the structuredgrid generationtechniques,
especiallyasthecell numbersbecomelarge.

Theoreticallythe unstructuredgrid generationtechniquesrequire less manual labor than the

structured techniques at a cost of CPU efficiency, i.e. algebraic vs. subdivision, subdomain removal,

Voronoi-based. For parametric design purposes where many grids/geometries must be re-created

over a period of time this trade-off may or may not be acceptable depending on the degree of the
design change.

5. HYBRID GRID GENERATION

The term hybrid grid is defined in this paper as a grid which contains different grid types in

different regions of a flow field domain. Generally the hybrid grid will contain a

quadrilateral/hexahedral or prismatic grid in near wall boundary layer regions and a

triangular/tetrahedral or adaptive cartesian grid 24 in inviscid regions. The appeal of hybrid grids is

that more accurate and advanced structured flow solver methodologies can be used in viscous flow

regions while the unstructured techniques can provide more flexibility in the gridding process. From

the point of view of the applied CFD engineer, the hybrid grid gives much greater grid creation

flexibility. When coupled to an object oriented grid generation software tool the CFD engineer can

use different grid generation procedures in different flow regions utilizing the strengths of the

different procedures and eliminating the weaknesses. The major drawback to using hybrid grids is

that the CFD code must become more general, either handling structured and unstructured domains

differently or handling multiple element grids in a purely unstructured fashion.

A significant advantage in using hybrid grids is that the grid can be separated into parts or

objects. This is analogous to the multi-domain structured approach only now any grid type may be
used in a particular domain. Since the flow field region is decomposed the individual domains can

be modified as long as the interfaces remain unaffected. The use of hybrid grids is a relatively new

development in the CFD world. It has enormous potential to speed up the turn around time for

parametric analysis CFD computations when coupled to the concept of a parts library. The use of
hybrid grids in conjunction with the parts library will be demonstrated in the next section.

6. PARTS LIBRARIES

An extremely important concept in the CAD design community is the use of Parts libraries.

Typically, a CAD engineer will comprise individual parts of a design and piece them together to form

the complete design. The concept of extending the parts library to include the grids is very attractive

for many CFD analysis projects. This allows the CFD engineer to construct a grid around an object,
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savethegeometryandgrid togetherin a library,andthenpiecethepartstogetherin thefinal analysis
project. This typeof systemis very suitablefor hybrid grid generation.The nearwall boundary
layer grid can be storedwith the geometryin a library, pieced togetherand then a general
unstructuredgrid generationalgorithmcanbeusedto fill in thegaps. ThePartslibrary conceptis
alsoextremelysuitablein theChimeramethodwherethegridsof eachpart areindependentof one
another,andcanalsobeusedin thepatchedstructuredgrid methodaswell. The useof theparts
library in thegrid generationprocessis extremelysuitablefor parametricanalysis.

Theconceptsof hybrid grid generation in conjunction with the use of Parts libraries for grid

generation is very new. Therefore, an example of the power of these concepts will be demonstrated

using a 3-element airfoil example. Figure 1 shows the base parts of the 3-element airfoil. Figure 2

shows two scaled versions of the slat and flap parts. Each of the individual parts is surrounded by a

structured grid, Figure 3, and saved in a library. The outer boundaries for each of the slat and flap

configurations, Figure 4, are identical so that they can be interchanged. Figure 5 shows the

unstructured grid that fills in the gaps for the baseline configuration. An Advancing Front

Technique with source controls _3 is used to obtain interface matching along the boundaries. Now if

any of the other slat or flap configurations is desired they can be automatically interchanged without

re-running the unstructured grid domain as shown in Figure 6. Additionally, for near wall O-grids,

like that of the flap, if one wishes to refine the structured grid in the normal direction one can without

any re-gridding of the unstructured part. In three dimensions where pure unstructured grid

generators require a fair amount of CPU, this use of the hybrid grid generation concept along with

the parts library concept saves a considerable amount of time for large parametric analysis projects.
Additionally if the slat or flap angles of attack are changed or if the geometry is such that the outer

boundaries cannot be efficiently made identical, only the re-solution of the unstructured domain is

necessary. In most cases no new user input, only the geometrical change, is necessary when re-

computing the unstructured domain. Figure 7 shows the grid resulting when the slat is pitched

upward at 20 degrees.

7. APPLIED COMPARISON

OF VARIOUS GRID GENERATION METHODOLOGIES

The grid generation methodology to use for a particular application will often be different

depending on the goals of the project. Often times CFD engineers are limited by the type of solver

they are using and by the types of grid generation tools available. The approach favored at CFDRC

is to use Hybrid grid generation along with Parts Libraries to maximum the efficiency of the applied

CFD engineer, especially for large parametric analysis projects. Each particular grid generation

methodology has particular strengths and weaknesses. This section will look at the various strengths

and weaknesses, with appropriate examples, of the following grid generation techniques: Algebraic

structured multi-block, Elliptic, Unstructured Advancing Front, Advancing Layer/Advancing Front

Unstructured, and Hybrid. When possible specific data (based on CFDRC experience) such as CPU
time and human effort statistics will be given for each of the examples provided. As is always the

case with human effort statistics they are very dependent on the user's experience level with a given

methodology, and as such are somewhat subjective. The use of these statistics should not be taken as

absolute but in relative comparison to one another.
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Algebraic Structured Multi-BR_ck

The strength of the algebraic multi-block methodology is its CPU speed and limited memory

requirements. Very fine grids can be created very quickly. Additionally the ability to make small
modifications and obtain instantaneous grid updates is possible (and demonstrated using CFD-

GEOM) due to the linking between the geometry and the grid. The weaknesses of the algebraic
multi-block methodology are the increased human effort to obtain an initial grid (ie. setting up the

grid topology) and the possibility that the grid structure wastes cells. The example chosen for

demonstration purposes is a grid of the B-1A Escape Capsule.

Figure 8 shows the multi-block structure of half of the B-1A capsule grid and the surface

grid. There are 22 grid blocks to control the grid clustering which are combined to form a single

composite block with blockages. The definition of the geometry was obtained from a Plot3D

surface point set and broken up into the various topological domains in approximately 4 hours using
CFD-GEOM. This includes creating additional geometry to form a topology and the topological

refinement process to easily refine the grid at a later date. The grid consists of 90x75x41 grid lines

comprising 263,440 cells. The final algebraic grid at the centerline is shown in Figure 9. Once the

initial set-up is complete small modifications to the geometry or grid distribution are essentially
instantaneous. For example using the CFD-GEOM software package the front spoiler can be rotated

(Figure 10) to any angle and the corresponding geometry and topology which are effected is

automatically updated in seconds (using an SGI Indy with R4600 processor). Although the initial

time to set-up the topological structure is sometimes intimidating, an experienced user can use the

advantages of the topology to easily and quickly modify the grid with instantaneous updating.

The strength of the elliptic method is the ability to obtain a smooth internal grid

"automatically," reducing the need of the CFD engineer to pay quite so much attention to the grid

topology. The weaknesses are that an initial grid is needed to begin the process (usually an algebraic

grid), the CFD engineer must play with some clustering parameters to obtain a suitable grid, and the

solution of the elliptic differential equations is CPU intensive and dependent on the grid size. An

elliptic method has been applied to the algebraic grid of the B-1A Escape Capsule for comparative

purposes.

Figure 11 shows the resulting elliptic grid obtained for the escape capsule. To converge
the final elliptic result (using an in-house CFDRC elliptic grid solver using the methodology of

Shieh 13) takes approximately an hour on an IBM R6000 workstation. To obtain the proper

clustering functions before obtaining the final result also takes some time. In general it takes 3 to 4

tries to find the proper clustering mechanism. In certain instances (for example at the capsule wing

tip) the clustering functions and surface distributions need to be locally refined which takes some
more time. For this particular case it took approximately 2 hours to obtain the proper clustering.

Additional time is necessary to obtain the initial guess. In this case the final algebraic grid in Figure

9 was used, although if an elliptic method was desired from the start, the set-up time could probably

have been reduced in half. The biggest disadvantage of this method is that to make a small geometry
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changerequiresre-computationof the elliptic equations (another hour). If the grid is increased in

size these computational requirements increase. If the size is increased by orders of magnitude

computer memory requirements can also become an issue. Thus, this method becomes inefficient if

a parametric analysis or grid refinement study is required.

Unstructured: Advancing Front

The strength of all unstructured techniques is that the applied CFD engineer does not have to

set-up a grid topology, thus it is less user intensive. Once the geometry is defined the engineer

specifies some controlling parameters and engages the unstructured grid method. The weaknesses of
the unstructured method are the difficulties in controlling the resulting grid in both cell size and cell

stretching primarily due to the difficulty in creating adequate background grids and developing

controlling mechanisms for complex highly-curved geometries, and the high CPU and memory

requirements for the algorithm. Progress has been made in 2-D cases for generic grid control in both

cell size and stretching. Recent results show that stretching up to 20:1 aspect ratio 23 can be robustly

achieved for arbitrarily complex geometries in the advancing front algorithm, however this is not

nearly enough in boundary layers. In 3-D uni-directional stretching control has been achieved and

generalized stretching for complex bodies is possible using the methods of Reference 23, however,

sufficient stretching in boundary layers will be limited as in the 2-D case.

For comparative purposes an unstructured Euler type grid has been constructed for the B-1A

escape capsule. The structured grids created for the capsule are somewhat stretched near the surface

in the normal direction. For the unstructured grid this was not attempted. The resulting unstructured

grid, shown in Figure 12, contains -245k cells and took -3.5 hours to complete on an SGI R4400

computer. Note that the grid is suitable only for Euler computations. With CFD-GEOM, the set-up

time to define the capsule surfaces beginning with the Plot3D surface grid took approximately 5

minutes while the iterations to obtain the proper clustering took approximately 15 minutes. The

strength of the method is the minimal set-up time, however, the CPU to obtain the grid is

considerable. Additionally as the grid is refined the CPU requirement increases significantly and if

the grid is refined by orders of magnitude the computer memory requirements become an issue.

Unstructured: Advancing Layer/Advancing Front

To combat the inability of the Delaunay or Advancing Front Methods to create a suitably

stretched viscous grid, several researchers 17.1s,25 have used an Advancing Layer or Advancing Normal

approach to create semi-structured grids near boundaries and then merged this in an "automatic"

way to an Advancing Front methodology when stretching requirements are reduced. The type of

grid typically produced using this method is shown in Figure 13. Sometimes the quadrilateral near

boundary elements are sub-divided to obtain a purely triangular grid.

The strength of this method, as in the pure Unstructured methodology, is the limited amount

of user set-up. However, the computational requirements are still significant. In Advancing Front

regions they are similar to the CPU requirements quoted above. In Advancing Layer regions the

CPU requirement is less extensive, although the memory requirements are similar to the Advancing
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Front requirements(much larger than for a structuredgrid) due to the indirect indexingof the
createdceils. The biggestweaknessof suchan approachis if small changesare madeto the
geometry or grid refinement is required the algorithm must be re-engaged,a significant
computationalexpenseif aparametricanalysisis required.

Hybrid: Structured Algebraic/Un_tructured Advancing Front

The use of purely Unstructured methodologies, such as the Advancing Front method, reduces

greatly the amount of work a CFD engineer must do to obtain an initial grid. However, the speed and

limited memory requirements with which algebraic (including Advancing Layer/Normal techniques)
structured grids require and the speed with which the grids can be updated is extremely attractive for

parametric analysis. Thus, the hybrid grid approach can take advantage of the best of the structured

and unstructured methodologies. Additionally the hybrid grid method is ideally suited for the Parts

Library concept described in Section 6. The near wall structured grids can be saved in a library with

the geometry and pieced together. Then the automated unstructured methodology is used to fill in

the gaps. A good example of this type of technique is given in Section 6, which demonstrates the

advantages of the Hybrid grid methodology along with the Parts library concept.

8. CFD-GEOM: CURRENT STATUS

CFD-GEOM is an interactive geometric modeling and grid generation software package with

fully integrated multi-block structured, unstructured and hybrid grid generation capabilities. CFD-

GEOM is targeted towards the CFD end-user; the main goal is to enable a non-expert user (in

geometric modeling and grid generation) to interactively create a moderately complex model

relatively easy. CFD-GEOM uses the Motif graphical user interface environment in conjunction with

the IRIS/GL and OPEN/GL graphics libraries to support compatibility across many different

workstation platforms.

The philosophy of CFD-GEOM is that a single grid generation methodology is not suitable

for all applications, as such different grid generation methodologies must be supported within the

same software environment. In addition the geometric modeling capabilities are entirely based on the

NURBS primitive allowing a CAD environment to develop geometry within the grid generation

software. The focus of the overaU CFD-GEOM software design is to fully integrate geometric

modeling and various grid generation technologies into one data base. Thus, all geometric data,

structured grid data, and unstructured grid data share a common data base and as such are completely

linked together. The linking facilitates automatic database updating when any piece of the database

is changed. These changes can include geometry changes or grid (density/distribution) changes. For

example if a geometric entities shape is changed, immediately the effect of this change, and the
number of other entities which are affected, is noticed throughout the rest of the database. Since the

scope of the change in the database is known, only those parts of the database changed are updated.

This facilitates the ability to update the minimum amount of information necessary. This

communication throughout CFD-GEOM facilitates the instantaneous updating demonstrated in

Figure 10. Additionally this software design allows for easy implementation of new technologies into

the pre-designed data base.
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The CFD-GEOM environmentcurrently supportsNURBS basedgeometricmodeling
capabilities,algebraicmulti-blockstructuredgrid generation,multi-blockunstructuredadvancing
front grid generation,andhybridmulti-blockstructured/unstructuredgrid generation. Eachof these

functional operations is incorporated into a common database allowing changes of any kind to be felt

immediately throughout the database. The functionality of each operation resembles separate

software packages although they are fully integrated. For example, the geometric modeling

capability of CFD-GEOM can be used as a simple CAD package irrespective of the grid generation

capabilities and the grid generation capabilities, both structured and unstructured, can be used without

the geometric modeling capability through IGES. Additionally a set of CFD-GEOM models can be
stored into a virtual parts library and subsequently merged at will. This allows a user to create

separate geometries and grids and mix and match them to form a new model. CFD-GEOM also

filters all entity duplication between merged models, during IGES or Plot3D reading and at creation.

Specific geometric modeling capabilities within CFD-GEOM include: NURBS based toolkit

to interactively define points, (poly) lines, arcs, free-from curves and surfaces; NURBS curve creation

using arcs, splines, point-tangent, point revolution and point extrusion; NURBS surface creation

using ruled, extruded and revolved surfaces; Interactive NURBS curve and surface modification by

interactively modifying the control points and weights; Automatic intersection of curve and line sets

including multiple intersections; Automatic intersection of surface sets up to all available surfaces

simultaneously including multiple folded surfaces.

Specific topological and structured grid generation capabilities within CFD-GEOM include:

Edge creation composed of single or multiple curves; Face creation from a set of 4 edge sets or

directly on a NURBS surface; Block creation consisting of single or multiple faces sets; Block

compositing to form a single composite block from a block set; Topology editing to re-orient a

single block or to re-orient an entire connected block structure based on a single blocks orientation;

Automatic grid updating when mesh density/distribution is changed; Edge Linking by point number,

point distribution or both allowing the user to specify how changes propagate through the grid;

Boundary condition identifiers to allow the flow solver to identify the location and type of boundary

condition for a specified entity; Interactive definition/alteration of mesh point distribution; Multi-to-

one connectivity for 2-D and 3-D blocks.

Specific unstructured and hybrid grid generation capabilities include: Automatic 2D/3D
advancing front mesh generation; Source controls including point, line, curve, area and surface

sources; automatic or manually controlled stretched cartesian background grids for grid control;

General grid smoothing; Interfacing to structured mesh blocks for hybrid mesh generation.

Additionally certain operations can be completed on any entity including translation and

rotation with automatic database updating, duplication and translation, and duplication and rotation.

These functions in combination with the general curve and surface editor allow the user to make

changes in the geometry (or add to the geometry) with immediate database updating, a capability

specifically designed for large parametric analysis projects requiring a large number of small design

changes.

Figure 14 show_ a multiple, differing diameter pipe intersection created within the CFD-
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GEOMenvironment.A keyfeatureof CFD-GEOMis theability to arbitrarilyorganizegeometry
and/orgrid entitiesinto parts. Eachpartcanbearbitrarilymanipulatedandplacedwithin anyCFD-
GEOMmodel. For example,thepipesectiontear-off,shownin thelower left handcomerof Figure
14,canbe rotated180degreesandgluedbackto the mainmodelas shown. Other globalpart
operationsinclude translation,scaling, rotation and duplication. Additionally arbitrary shape
modificationscanbemadeby manipulatingNURBScontrolpointsor orderedmodificationssuchas
faceextrusionor rotationcanbecompleted.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Based on comparisons between the various structured and unstructured grid generation

methodologies it is apparent that one methodology is not universally suited for all problems. Couple

this conclusion with the fact that a particular flow solver capability may only be available for a certain

type of grid (ie. structured grid flow solvers are typically richer in physical models than unstructured

flow solvers) and it is apparent that a single grid generation methodology is currently insufficient for

CFD applications. Additionally, it is absolutely essential that the grid generation process incorporate

advanced CAD geometric modeling capabilities to aid the CFD engineer in large parametric analysis

projects. These realizations have led to the development of the CFD-GEOM geometric modeling and

grid generation software system. The design of CFD-GEOM incorporates full integration between

geometric modeling, structured grid generation, unstructured grid generation, and hybrid grid

generation which allows for automatic and efficient database updating and the development of parts

libraries. The software is specifically designed to aid the applied CFD engineer in large parametric

CFD analysis projects.
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Figure1. Thebaseconfigurationof the3-elementairfoil case

Figure2.Thescaledversionsof the slatandflappartscomparedto theoriginal

Figure3. Structuredgrid surroundingtheslatandflapparts. Bothgeometryandgrid aresaved
in a library.

outer boundary_

Figure 4. The common outer boundary for each series of slat/flap parts
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Figure 6. Interchanging of

unstructured grid

structured flap
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and slat grids without re-computation of
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Figure 7. Example of slat rotation and unstructured grid re-computations with no additional

user input

Figure 8. Multi-block topology of half of the B-1A escape capsule and the surface grid
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Figure 9. Algebraic grid of the B-1A capsule centerline

Figure 10. An example of a geometry modification (spoiler rotation) and immediate grid update

using CFD-GEOM's structured gridding capabilities
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Figure11. Elliptic grid at the B-1A capsule centerline

\

Figure 12. Unstructured grid of the B-1A escape capsule
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Figure13. Typeof grid producedfrom anadvancinglayer/normaltypegrid generator25

Figure14. CFD-GEOMinterfacewith asamplegeometryandgrid
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SOFTWARE SYSTEMS (1)
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